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INTRODUCTION
In the revised guidance on ‘Risk Assessment for Birds and Mammals’ by EFSA[1], it is mentioned
among the requirements and conditions for valid PT studies, that only healthy individuals should be
tagged. The Critical Appraisal Tool (CAT) for the evaluation of ecological field studies (Annex F of the
EFSA Guidance Document[1]) provides instructions for the reliability of a study in this regard,
evaluating whether the general health and/or conditions of the animals studied are measured,
described and reported. In order to fulfil this criterion, the field protocols and documentation of field
studies must consider the well-being of the tagged individuals.
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We have developed and used score sheets to describe the health status of the trapped individuals and further handling for animal welfare
purposes since several years. The score sheets used in our studies, are in constant improvement under consideration of German animal
welfare authorities. We use them to assess and document the general condition and the distress of captured individuals for both birds and
mammals studies.
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CONCLUSIONS
The revised Guidance Document requires that only healthy individuals are to be tagged. Our established way to use animal welfare
scores to document the general condition as well as the distress of captured and tagged individuals for both birds and mammals field
studies fulfils these requirements.
The well-being of the marked animals is recorded, filed as raw data and can be presented in the reports.
With the recording of the health status available, it is transparent for the evaluator that this relevant criterion for the reliability of a
study is met.

The score sheets contain a list of possible situations and 
corresponding distress scores within three main sections:

Additionally, symptom-orientated aid measurements are given to
support the recovery of the trapped individual if required. Clear criteria
of symptoms are defined that excludes an individual from being tagged
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